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Abstract
Applied researchers are often interested in linking individuals between two datasets
that lack unique identifiers. Accuracy and computational feasibility are a challenge,
particularly when linking large datasets. We develop a Bayesian method for automated
probabilistic record linkage and show it recovers 40% more true matches, holding ac-
curacy constant, than comparable methods in a matching of Union Army recruitment
data to the 1900 US Census for which expert-labelled true matches are known. Our
approach, which builds on a recent state-of-the-art Bayesian method, refines the mod-
elling of comparison data, allowing disagreement probability parameters conditional
on non-match status to be record-specific. To make this refinement computationally
feasible, we implement a Gibbs sampler that achieves significant improvement in speed
over comparable recent implementations. We also generalize the notion of comparison
data to allow for treatment of very common first names that spuriously produce exact
matches in record pairs and show how to estimate true positive rate and positive pre-
dictive value when ground truth is unavailable.
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1 Introduction
The record linkage problem of identifying unique individuals between two datasets without
common unique identifiers arises in various applied settings. Typically, linkage, also called
matching, is performed to create a new, combined dataset that can be used to answer
economic and policy questions. In an example from the economics literature, Costa (2013)
uses Union Army recruitment data linked to multiple US censuses to examine theories of
leadership and observe outcomes in later life associated with leadership during war.
Recent approaches to the record linkage problem in the statistical literature include the
Bayesian approach (Beta Record Linkage, or βRL) of Sadinle (2017), a robust, high-performance
refinement of the previous Bayesian methods of Fortini et al. (2001) and Larsen (2002, 2005,
2010). Bayesian models can straightforwardly enforce the requirement that a matching be a
bipartite (one-to-one) matching, while other methods require enforcing the restriction in a
post hoc step. Bayesian methods also yield a posterior distribution on the space of matchings
indicating the degree of certainty about each matched pair, which can be used in further
inference.
Bayesian methods are computationally complex, however, and can be slow. McVeigh and
Murray (2017) propose improving speed through a two-step mixed frequentist and Bayesian
approach. Enamorado et al. (2019) use parallelization across processor cores to develop a very
fast frequentist method, and also offer a Bayesian variant (though the bipartite restriction
is not enforced).
In this paper, we introduce a more flexible statistical model for record linkage which allows
for record-specific heterogeneity, in contrast to the method of Sadinle (2017). In particu-
lar, disagreement probability parameters in the likelihood are allowed to vary by record in
the smaller of the two datasets. In an application linking recruitment data from selected
companies in the Union Army in the US Civil War to full count 1900 US Census data, this
relaxation of the model leads to identifying approximately 40% more true matches than in
a baseline Bayesian model without record-specific disagreement parameters.
In addition, we generalize the notion of comparison data to allow an indicator for very
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common first names that spuriously produce exact matches in record pairs. This modification
improves performance and is useful in cases where both datafiles are large and record-specific
disagreement parameters are computationally prohibitive.
Our implementation of the method achieves higher computation speed than other methods,
suggesting that a fully Bayesian approach that enforces a bipartite matching and allows
record-specific parameters is practical using commonly available computational resources.
2 The record linkage problem
2.1 The Fellegi-Sunter framework
Since the formal framework for probabilistic record linkage set out in Fellegi and Sunter
(1969) is the foundation for all subsequent work in the record linkage literature, it is briefly
described here. We note that our framework allows for partial disagreement in comparison
data, whereas Fellegi and Sunter (1969) only allowed for binary comparisons.
Consider two datafiles labeled A and B, containing records indexed by i and j respectively
and measured from a common underlying population. A × B contains all pairs of records
where one record is from A and one is from B, and can be partitioned into two disjoint
sets M and U, where M is the set of ordered pairs corresponding to true matches and U
the set containing the non-matches. A successful matching of records that refer to the same
individual in the population corresponds to identification of the elements of A×B that are
in M (this is, of course, a trivial problem if unique identifiers are available).
If records in A and B share descriptive characteristics or fields, indexed by f = 1 . . . F ,
such as name, age or birthplace, then ordered pairs in A×B can be identified as belonging
to M or U on the basis of their elements having identical or similar values in these fields.
Corresponding to each field f there are Lf disagreement levels indexed by l = 1...Lf . The
comparison for a given record pair (i, j) ∈ A×B in field f is γfij, and takes a value from 1 to
Lf , where higher values indicate greater levels of disagreement. A vector of such comparisons
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for a given record pair (i, j) ∈ A×B is denoted γij, while the matrix generated by stacking
these vectors across all record pairs, called the comparison data, is denoted γ(A,B).
The number of records in A is nA, the number of records (rows) in B is nB. nA ≤ nB, without
loss of generality. A toy record linkage problem is illustrated in Table 1, with nA = 2, nB = 5,
and F = 3.
i First Last Birth year
1 John Lundrigan 1848
2 Jedediah Smith 1844
j First Last Birth year
1 John Lundgren 1848
2 Jon Lundregan 1850
3 Jedidiah Smith 1845
4 John Smith 1844
5 Jedediah S 1844
Table 1: Toy datafiles A and B to illustrate a census data application; not real data. The
first column should be interpreted as researcher labels, not identifiers.
To produce an estimate of a matching using the comparison data, there must be some notion
of how likely some level of disagreement is for a particular field and a particular record pair;
a model for the comparison data. Fellegi and Sunter (1969) assume that disagreement in
comparison fields is independent conditional on match status (matched or unmatched).
The probability of γij taking on disagreement level l in field f , conditional on (i, j) ∈M, is
denoted mfl, thus,
mfl = P (γ
f
ij = l|(i, j) ∈M).
Similarly, the probability of γij taking on disagreement level l in field f , conditional on
(i, j) ∈ U, is denoted ufl, so that
ufl = P (γ
f
ij = l|(i, j) ∈ U).
The vector of probabilities (mf1, . . .mfLf ), which sums to 1, is denoted mf and the vector
(m1, . . .mF ) is denoted m. Similarly, the vector (uf1, . . . ufLf ) is denoted uf and the vector
(u1, . . . uF ) is denoted u.
Because M and U are not observed, the model is effectively a latent class model, where M
and U are the two classes. Given the conditional independence assumption we have, for a
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particular vector of comparisons γobsij on the record pair (i, j),
P (γij = γ
obs
ij |(i, j) ∈M) =
F∏
f=1
m
1((i,j)∈M)
flobs
u
1((i,j)∈U)
flobs
,
where lobs, with some abuse of notation, indicates the observed disagreement level in each
field. In words, for each field, a probability is multiplied depending on its level and the class
of the record it is measuring.
In Fellegi and Sunter (1969), possible matches are ranked by the log-likelihood ratio
P (γij = γ
obs
ij |(i, j) ∈M)/P (γij = γobsij |(i, j) ∈ U), and a thresholding decision rule is used to
arrive at a matching, where the rule is determined by a researcher-chosen target error rate.
The authors show this procedure yields optimal results for the specified error rates. This
requires, however, a decision rule that allows for record pairs to be left unclassified, often an
undesirable property.
2.2 Record linkage in the literature
Most subsequent developments in probabilistic record linkage are extensions of the landmark
work in Fellegi and Sunter (1969). Winkler (1988) and Jaro (1989) proposed the use of an
expectation-minimization (EM) algorithm to estimate conditional disagreement probability
vectors m and u. After an initial guess, the algorithm alternates between an expectation (E)
step, where probabilities of each record pair being a match are computed, and a minimization
step (M), in which m and u are re-estimated using MLE, until convergence. Mixture models
estimated with EM have become the standard frequentist approach to record linkage (see,
eg., Sadinle and Feinberg, 2013; Abramitzky et al., 2019b). The approach has the benefit
of being relatively robust to researcher choice of starting values of model parameters (Jaro,
1989).
The Fellegi-Sunter method suffers from the limitation that an important feature of the prob-
lem is not explicitly taken into account: the fact that each record in A should only be
matched to at most one record in B, and vice versa. The model assumes match status is
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independent across record pairs. As a result, it is possible and frequent for two mutually
exclusive matches to have probabilities that sum to a number greater than one.
The most natural way to enforce a bipartite matching is to treat the matching problem
as a Bayesian one, since restrictions on the parameter space would make estimation and
inference intractable in a frequentist framework. In the Bayesian setting, the matching
itself, a bipartite matching in graph theoretic terms, is the parameter of interest, and the
one-to-one matching restriction is enforced by restricting the support of the posterior. βRL,
mentioned earlier, is a recent method that enforces the bipartite restriction and allows for
multiple levels of agreement and missing data.
In an alternative approach, Enamorado et al. (2019) develop a parallelized computational
method, implemented as an R package fastLink, for rapidly estimating matches. They also
include an option to include a prior, technically making it a Bayesian procedure. However,
the method is parallelizable at an expense: the bipartite restriction (one-to-one assignment)
is not enforced.
In a recent paper, McVeigh and Murray (2017) outline a way to define optimal small blocks
using lightweight frequentist methods before attempting a Bayesian matching. In McVeigh
et al. (2019), the authors perform a matching of similar scale to the matching application
in this paper at comparable speed, though at the possible expense of excluding more true
matches through aggressive blocking.
2.3 Blocking
Because the number of record comparisons that must be made rises in the product of total
number of records, since each record in A must be compared with all records in B, researchers
typically “block” datasets when working with large samples, only comparing records that
match exactly on one or more variables measured with low error.
For example, if dealing with US census data, a researcher might only compare records in A
to those in B with the same initials and state of birth. The matching problem is transformed
into multiple parallel problems (one for each set of initials and state). This drastically reduces
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computational demands. With b blocks of equal size, there are b × nA/b × nB/b, or nAnBb
pairs to consider, instead of nA × nB. However, blocking inevitably comes at the cost of
discarding some true matches (see Section 4.1).
2.4 Practical issues
Observably identical pairs of records cannot be coherently distinguished from one another
by a matching algorithm and so are usually discarded. This problem typically cannot be
overcome without additional data.
Observably near -identical records also present challenges. For records with common first and
last names, for example, exact agreement in one of the name fields is probable conditional on
both match status and non-match status. This leads to lower log-likelihood ratios and thus
a lower probability of assigning a match, even in record pairs that should be easily marked
as matched.
Within blocks with records dominated by common names (for example, within a “W.S.Ohio”
block in US census data, a large proportion of records will be named William or surnamed
Smith), there may be little separation between the two classes (M and U), because of
spurious exact matches on names, so that no matches can be identified within the block.
When one datafile is significantly larger than the other, nA << nB, and more generally when
nB is very large, such that there are large numbers of observably identical or nearly-identical
records, the presence of false positives resulting from large nB tends to reduce both accuracy
and the number of true matches recovered. Relatively small nA aggravates the problem as
records “missing” from the larger population would have provided information that could
help assign remaining records. Table 2 illustrates this with a toy example.
A
i First Last Birth yr
1 John Lundrigan 1848
2 Jonathan Lundregan 1850
B
j First Last Birth yr
1 John Lundgren 1848
2 Jon Lundregan 1850
Table 2: The small nA problem: the absence of the italicized record in A makes less clear
how to match record i = 1.
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This paper offers two new strategies for dealing with these problems. The first, which is
computationally more expensive, involves estimating the disagreement probabilities condi-
tional on non-match status, u, separately for each record in the smaller datafile, A—this is
what is meant by “record-specific” disagreement parameters.
This refinement increases the dimension of u from
∑F
f=1 Lf to nA
∑F
f=1 Lf , since each record
i in A is associated with its own parameters uif = (uif1, . . . , uifLf ) for each field f . In the
Union Army application discussed later on, this refinement significantly improves matching
of less common names within all blocks and overcomes the problem of finding no matches
in blocks with very common names. The increased dimensionality, however, makes match-
ing expensive for blocks where the number of records in A is very large. Record-specific
parametrization is both most feasible and most useful in settings where nA << nB.
The second strategy deals with the common name problem. We note that this problem
can arise in other kinds of fields as well, but refer to it as the common name problem for
simplicity. The affected fields in the comparison data can be augmented to include a level
indicating, rather than distance, that the record pair share a very common value. This is a
computationally simple way to make records with less common names in blocks dominated
by common names (think of, for example, men named Winston, an uncommon first name,
in the “W.S.Ohio” block) more likely to be matched, and is ideal for situations where nA is
large and record-specific parameters are impractical.
Both record-specific disagreement parameters and modification of the comparison data will
be discussed in detail in Section 3.
3 Record-specific Bayesian Method
Our approach builds on the βRL method of Sadinle (2017) (itself a refinement of previous
Bayesian methods, notably Larsen (2010) and Fortini et al. (2001)) which contributes to the
existing literature in several ways. First, the assumption that the u parameters are fixed is
relaxed, allowing the parameters to vary across subgroups of records in A. In particular,
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these subgroups can be individual records, so that u parameters can vary by record. Second,
a method for modifying the comparison data to encode information on common names to
alleviate the common name problem is presented. Finally, our implementation of the method
is significantly faster than implementations of previous Bayesian methods, allowing for less
aggressive blocking, record-specific parametrization and/or larger matching projects using
typically available computing resources. Code is available in the online supplement.
We first discuss construction of the comparison data from the original datafiles A and B in
Section 3.1, including our modification of the comparison data. Section 3.2 sets out the model
in theoretical terms, and discusses the refinement of the likelihood to allow uf parameters
to vary by record i in A. Section 3.3 describes the Gibbs sampler used to draw from the
posterior, and Section 3.4 the loss function used to generate an estimate.
3.1 Comparison data
The comparison data is taken as given during the matching process, but must be constructed
by the researcher from raw datafiles A and B, which have nA and nB records, respectively,
and where nA ≤ nB, without loss of generality.
The raw datafiles have some shared number F of variables, or fields, describing each record.
A and B (for example, two censuses in different years) are thought to be measured from the
same underlying population, or at least from two populations that significantly overlap.
To allow for flexibility across user-defined subgroups of records, a partition of the records in
A is defined with elements indexed by g ∈ (1, 2, . . . , G) for some G ≤ nA. Let nA,g be the
number of records in the subgroup g. While these subgroups could be used to represent any
partitioning of A (see Wortman (2019) for an example of subgrouping using a small number
of age ranges), their most useful application, and the application with which this paper is
concerned, is when G = nA, with each group g corresponding to a record i in A. Parameters
that vary by record, which will be discussed below, are thus “record-specific”.
The comparison data itself, γ(A,B), is made up of nA×nB rows and F columns and contains
comparisons γfij for each pair of records (i, j) from the two datafiles and for each field f . In
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our application, comparison values are coded as positive integers, where 1 indicates exact
agreement and higher numbers indicate successively lower levels of agreement up to the
highest level of disagreement for the field, Lf .
For numeric fields such as birth year, absolute difference plus one is taken as the comparison.
For string fields, we discretize the Jaro-Winkler string distance (see Jaro, 1989; Winkler,
1990) between the two fields. The Jaro-Winkler distance is a standard string distance in
record linkage, and roughly counts the number of edits needed to transform one string to
the other, while weighting agreement in the first letter more heavily. Finally, for categorical
fields such as state of birth, a binary measurement for exact agreement (1) or disagreement
(2) is taken. Note that, because data is discretized and coded categorically, the scaling of
the distance metrics is unimportant.
Table 3 gives the undiscretized and discretized comparison data for the toy datafiles in Table
1, where first name and last name distance are each discretized into four bins (Lf = 4), and
year of birth distance is discretized into four bins (Lf = 4).
(i,j) First name Last name Year
(1,1) 0.00 0.163 0
(1,2) 0.083 0.074 2
(1,3) 0.542 0.562 3
(1,4) 0.00 0.562 4
(1,5) 0.542 1.00 4
(2,1) 0.542 1.00 4
(2,2) 0.514 1.00 6
(2,3) 0.131 0.00 1
(2,4) 0.542 0.00 0
(2,5) 0.00 0.267 0
=⇒
(i,j) First name Last name Year
(1,1) 1 2 1
(1,2) 2 2 2
(1,3) 4 4 3
(1,4) 1 4 3
(1,5) 4 4 3
(2,1) 4 4 3
(2,2) 3 4 4
(2,3) 2 1 2
(2,4) 4 1 1
(2,5) 1 3 1
Table 3: Undiscretized and discretized comparison data for A and B from Table 1. The first
column gives the record pair to which the comparisons apply. Comparisons for first name
and last name are Jaro-Winkler distances and comparisons for year of birth are absolute
differences.
3.1.1 Adding information on common names
Discretized comparison data are taken as categorical with no notion of order, so we can
generalize the data to encode information other than distance. We propose to do this by
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including a disagreement level in the comparison data to indicate record pairs that have
exact matches on common first names. This improves performance but does not change the
structure of the model or require computational modifications. Table 4 shows the augmented
comparison data when record pairs both with the first name “John” are given their own
disagreement level.
(i,j) First name Last name Year
(1,1) C 2 1
(1,2) 2 2 2
(1,3) 4 4 3
(1,4) C 4 3
(1,5) 4 4 3
(2,1) 4 4 3
(2,2) 3 4 4
(2,3) 2 1 2
(2,4) 4 1 1
(2,5) 1 3 1
Table 4: Comparison data from toy problem in Table 1 with added disagreement level C to
indicate that the record pair shares a common first name.
To see why adding a disagreement level for very common names improves matching,
consider the vector of disagreement probabilities conditional on match status: Φ =
([m1, . . . ,mF ]
T , [u1, . . . ,uF ]
T ). mf = (mf1, . . . ,mfLf ) is a vector of conditional probabilities
that a matched record pair should have disagreement level l in field f . For disagreement
level l, mfl = P(γ
f
ij = l|(i, j) ∈ M). uf is defined similarly for unmatched status, with
ufl = P(γ
f
ij = l|(i, j) ∈ U).
Very common first names have the effect of making uf1 very large, when f is the field
corresponding to first name distance and l = 1 indicates exact agreement. This makes the
likelihood ratio mf1/uf1 too low, preventing accurate scoring of record pairs, because of the
sheer number of spurious exact matches in first name. Tables 5 and 6 give typical values for
mf and uf in a typical and common first name block, respectively. Table 7 shows the effect
of augmenting the comparison data with a disagreement level for record pairs sharing a very
common first names (such as John, William or James)–a high likelihood ratio mf1/uf1 in
the l = 1 column is restored.
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l 1 2 3 4
mfl 0.78 0.15 0.06 0.01
ufl 0.02 0.03 0.20 0.76
mfl/ufl 39 5 0.3 0.013
Table 5: Selected parameter values in a
typical block (illustrative, not real data).
l 1 2 3 4
mfl 0.80 0.13 0.05 0.02
ufl 0.42 0.05 0.10 0.43
mfl/ufl 1.9 2.6 0.5 0.047
Table 6: Selected parameter values in a
block with many common first names.
l Common 1 2 3 4
mfl 0.40 0.40 0.13 0.05 0.02
ufl 0.40 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.43
mfl/ufl 1 20 2.6 0.5 0.047
Table 7: Selected parameter values when the comparison corresponding to Table 6 is aug-
mented with a disagreement level for common names.
The effect of changing the comparison data in this way is not so much to improve match rates
for records with very common names (these are difficult to match in any case), but to yield
more matches among records with uncommon names located in a block dominated by very
common names. Returning to the toy problem, we have a better chance of matching Jedediah
Smith in A if the large number of men named John do not dominate the uf distribution
with spurious exact matches.
3.2 Bayesian model
In comparison to βRL, model on the comparison data γ (the likelihood) is refined to allow
for group-specific and record-specific disagreement probability parameters. We also allow
the hierarchical prior distribution on the matching to reflect the subgroup structure in cases
where subgroups are large enough to allow parameters to be estimated. For simplicity the
question of missing data is ignored, but missingness can be easily accommodated under a
missing-at-random assumption, as shown in Sadinle (2017).
To prevent confusion between blocks and subgroups, it is noted here that a model is estimated
individually for each block. In the discussion below, we abuse notation and use A and B
to denote blocked subsets (for example, the results of splitting the original datafiles by
initials) of the original datafiles rather than using more specific labels. On the other hand,
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subgrouping schemes to be discussed define subsets of the data within blocks (for example,
using different parameters for each record, or for different ranges of birth years).
3.2.1 Parameter of interest: the matching
It is possible to model latent data (i.e. the unobserved common population from which A
and B are thought to be drawn), as in, for example, Tancredi and Liseo (2011) and Steorts
(2015), but it is more straightforward to model the matching itself. A matching labeling
(Sadinle, 2017) is used here to encode the relationship between the two observed datasets.
For A and B with nA ≤ nB records respectively, a matching labeling Z = (Z1, Z2, . . . , ZnA)
is defined,
Zi =
 j, if i matches record j in B,0, if i has no match in B,

where i indexes records in A. A matching labelling encodes the same information as a
matching matrix (an nA by nB matrix where 1 encodes a match, 0 encodes a non-match),
but is computationally easier to work with because of its smaller dimension.
Sadinle (2017) encoded a non-match, for record i, as nB + i. The utility of this encoding
is to allow the final step of obtaining a point estimate to be viewed as a linear sum assign-
ment problem (LSAP). We set all non-matches to 0 for simplicity and because it reduces
computational cost (see Section 5), but switching between encodings is trivial in cases where
solving an LSAP is necessary (see Section 3.4). We let n(Z) =
∑nA
i=1 1(Zi > 0). Also,
ng(Z) =
∑nA
i=1 1(Zi > 0, i ∈ ig) is the number of records in subgroup g that have a match in
Z.
In addition to the parameter of interest Z, the model includes the nuisance parameter Φ
containing the disagreement probabilities, defined below.
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3.2.2 Likelihood
The comparison data is modelled, conditional on a matching Z and disagreement probabil-
ities Φ, using the latent class framework introduced earlier. The likelihood is a modified
version of the likelihood used in βRL, and is given as
L(Z,Φ|γ) =
G∏
g=1
∏
i:Ai∈g
nB∏
j=1
F∏
f=l
Lf∏
l=1
(
m
1(Zi=j)
gfl u
1(Zi 6=j)
gfl
)1(γfij=l)
,
where Z is the matching, g indexes user-defined subgroups, i indexes records in
A and j indexes records in B, Φ = (Φ1, . . . ,ΦG) and Φg = (mg,ug) =
([mg1, . . . ,mgF ]
T , [ug1, . . . ,ugF ]
T ) is the vector of disagreement probability parameters con-
ditional on match status and γ is the comparison vector between A and B. The vector mgf ,
corresponding to field f for group g, is a vector of probabilities [mgf1, . . . ,mgfLf ]
T condi-
tional on Zi > 0 (matched) where mgfl = P(γ
f
ij = l|Zi = j, Ai ∈ g). ugf is defined similarly
for unmatched status. The likelihood in βRL corresponds to setting G = 1.
If the researcher chooses to take each record i in A as its own subgroup, the likelihood takes
the following form,
L(Z,Φ|γ) =
nA∏
i=1
nB∏
j=1
F∏
f=l
Lf∏
l=1
(
m
1(Zi=j)
fl u
1(Zi 6=j)
ifl
)1(γfij=l)
,
where the u parameters are record-specific and the m parameters are fixed across
records. This fixing is necessary for identification. The conditional posterior on mif =
[mif1, . . . ,mifLf ]
T , were we to model it that way, would be Dirichlet with parameters
(nif1m + αf1 − 1, . . . , nifLfm + αfLf − 1), where the α hyperparameters (defined later on)
are fixed. Since each group contains only one record and because of the bipartite restric-
tion, niflm could only take values zero or one, and the posterior would be dominated by
the prior. (This identifiability problem for the m parameters can also be a concern with
general subgroups g, if the groups are not sufficiently large.) On the other hand, the dis-
tribution of uif = [uif1, . . . , uifLf ]
T has a Dirichlet conditional posterior with parameters
(nif1u + αf1 − 1, . . . , nifLfu + αfLf − 1), where
∑Lf
l=1 n
ifl
u = nB. When nB is large and Lf is
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small for each field there is little risk that the data would not dominate the prior.
The appeal of record-specific u parameters is that the assumption of a fixed disagreement
level distribution across records is relaxed and comparison data can be modelled differently
across records in A. In the application to Union Army data, discussed in Section 4, this
refinement greatly improves performance in two ways: first, by achieving convergence in
blocks where matches could previously not be identified and second, by recovering more
true matches in all blocks, particularly among men with less common names (with access to
“true” expert-determined links, we can evaluate performance directly).
To see why, consider Figure 1. Suppose field f is last name, and that the first three records
have values “Smith” (a common name), “Fisher” (less common) and “Gauss” (rare). In the
table on the left, uif is fixed across records, whereas they vary in the table on the right.
The highlighted column indicates the probability uif1 that the last name field has exact
agreement in a record pair involving record i, conditional on the pair not being a match.
In the table on the right, record 3 is associated with a likelihood ratio mf/u3f = .80/.003 =
266.7 for the last name field, a high likelihood ratio which reflects the fact that exact agree-
ment on the name “Gauss” is unlikely to occur conditional on non-match status. Record 1
is associated with a much lower likelihood ratio of mf/u1f = .80/.10 = 8, since the name
“Smith” is much more common. In the table on the left, however, all likelihood ratios are
constrained to be equal, since there is only one uf parameter across all records. Record 3
in this case shows a much lower likelihood ratio of 26.7, and will less likely be matched as a
result.
uif = uf
l 1 2 3 4
mf .80 0.14 0.05 0.01
uf .03 0.05 0.19 0.73
uif varies with i
l 1 2 3 4
mf .80 0.14 0.05 0.01
u1f .10 0.12 0.26 0.52
u2f .01 0.08 0.20 0.71
u3f .003 0.067 0.20 0.73
Figure 1: Typical disagreement probability parameters, with and without record-specific uif .
Field f is last name, and the records 1, 2 and 3 have values “Smith” (a common name),
“Fisher” (a less common name) and “Gauss” (a rare name) respectively.
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3.2.3 Prior
The prior on the matching is structured hierarchically. The match status 1(Zi > 0) of
each record i in group g in A is distributed Bernoulli with parameter pg, and each pg is
drawn from a Beta distribution with hyperparameters αp and βp. pg can be thought of
as a group-specific ex ante matching probability. Each bipartite matching is equally likely
conditional on 1(Zi > 0), and there are nB!/(nB−n(Z))! possible matchings associated with
any particular set of match statuses 1(Zi > 0), where n(Z) =
∑nA
i=1 1(Zi > 0). The form of
the prior is thus
P(Z,p|αp, βp) = (nB − n(Z))!
nB!
1
B(αp, βp)G
G∏
g=1
[
png(Z)+αp−1g (1− pg)nA,g−ng(Z)+βp−1
]
,
where B is the Beta function, and p = [p1, p2, . . . , pG]
T .
Allowing for subgroup-specific matching probabilities in the prior is only feasible when sub-
groups are sufficiently large. The posterior on pg, conditional on Z, is a Beta distribution
with parameters ng(Z) + αp and αp, nA,g − ng(Z) + βp. We set αp = βp = 1, so nA,g ≥ 50 is
likely sufficient to dominate the prior.
An example of a subgroup scheme that would allow for subgroup-specific pg is breaking A
into three groups by birth year range. For the recruits in the Union Army example, this
grouping could be men born before 1840, men between 1840 and 1845, and men born after
1845.
In the most important application of subgroups, however, where G = nA and each group g
corresponds to a record i in nA, record-specific pg is not feasible and the prior is simply
P(Z, p|αp, βp) = (nB − n(Z))!
nB!
1
B(αp, βp)
pn(Z)+αp−1 (1− p)nA−n(Z)+βp−1 .
The disagreement probabilities mgf and ugf for field f are given a Dirichlet prior distribution
with hyperparameters αf1, . . . , αfLf .
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3.2.4 Posterior
Given the above, we can write the posterior,
P(Z,Φ,p|γ, αp, βp, {αfl}) ∝ P(Z,p|αp, βp)
G∏
g=1
F∏
f=1
Lf∏
l=1
1
B(αf )
m
ngflm +αfl−1
fl u
ngflu +αfl−1
gfl ,
where B is the multivariate Beta function, nflm =
∑nA
i=1
∑nB
j=1 1(Zi = j, γ
f
ij = l), n
gfl
u =∑
i:Ai∈g
∑nB
j=1 1(Zi 6= j, γfij = l) and the prior for Z and p are as specified above. In words,
nflm is the number of record pairs which are matched in Z and for which field f has disagree-
ment level l, and ngflu is the number of unmatched pairs in group g for which field f has
disagreement level l.
Once Φ and p have been marginalized over, the posterior is supported on the space of
bipartite matchings, which has
∑nA
i=1
(
nA
i
)
nB !
(nB−i)! elements, an extraordinarily large number
at moderate values of nA and nB. The posterior is drawn from using a custom Gibbs sampler,
which is explained here.
3.3 Gibbs Sampler
Because only the matching Z is of direct interest, the posterior could be marginalized over
Φ and p, but there are computational advantages to not marginalizing over Φ, and not
marginalizing over p allows its distribution to be observed, which is sometimes of interest.
The Gibbs sampler is initialized with an empty matching Z such that Zi = 0 for all i. Then
the following steps are repeated for a specified number of iterations:
1. The matching probability parameters pg are drawn conditional on the most recent
draw for Z. For group g, pg is distributed Beta with parameters ng(Z) + αp and
nA,g − ng(Z) + βp. Existing R functions efficiently draw from the Beta distribution.
2. The disagreement probability parameters Φ are drawn conditional on the most recent
draw for Z.
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For field f , mf = [mf1, . . . ,mfLf ]
T is distributed Dirichlet with parameter nfm + αf
where nfm = [n
f1
m , . . . , n
fLf
m ] and αf = [αf1, . . . , αfLf ]
T . For a group g, uf is distributed
Dirichlet with parameter ngfu +αf , where n
gf
u = [n
gf1
u , . . . , n
gfLf
u ]. Existing R functions
draw efficiently from the Dirichlet distribution.
3. For each record i in A, Zi is drawn conditional on the most recent draws for each
record in Z−i, pg and Φ. Given Z−i, where Z−i is all elements of Z other than that
for record i in A, Zi has a discrete distribution,
P(Zi = j|Z−i,Φ,p, γ, αp, βp, {αfl}) ∝ (nB − n(Z−i)) 1(j = 0)+
pg
1− pg exp
 F∑
f=1
Lf∑
l=1
1(γij = l)log
(
mfl
ugfl
)1(j > 0)1(Zi′ 6= j,∀i′ 6= i), (1)
where n(Z−i) =
∑nA
i′=1 1(Zi′ > 0, i
′ 6= i). The first summand gives the unnormalized
probability of record i drawing a non-match, and the second summand the probability
of matching to any particular record j in B. A draw is made from the corresponding
categorical distribution.
In Equation (1), the logarithm term inside the second summand has a straightforward inter-
pretation as a log-likelihood ratio. mfl gives the likelihood that a true match should have
produced the observed disagreement level l in field f , while ufl gives the likelihood that
a true non-match should have produced it. Use of such likelihood ratios is the underlying
principle used in the record linkage strategy of Newcombe et al. (1959) and almost all record
linkage applications since.
It should be noted that the term 1(j > 0)1(Zi′ 6= j,∀i′ 6= i) in Equation (1) of the Gibbs
sampler enforces a bipartite matching at each iteration of the Gibbs sampler. In words,
record i cannot be matched to record j if record j is currently matched to another record
in A. This feature, while necessary, can lead to the sampler getting “stuck” repeatedly
matching record i to j when j should be matched to a record i′ for which the match is drawn
later. Because of this, rather than drawing the matching in a fixed order, we randomize the
order in which the records i = 1, . . . , nA have matches drawn at each iteration in the Gibbs
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sampler, and find this improves performance in test data.
The Gibbs sampler given here is similar to the one given in Sadinle (2017), though as
mentioned it leaves p unmarginalized over, randomizes draw order, and accommodates sub-
groups. This implementation also achieves a significant improvement in speed—computation
is discussed in Section 5.
Alternative sampling methods were explored, including the novel local balancing method of
Zanella (2019), in which Z is drawn all at once rather than sequentially. We implemented
a version of that method but found it had poor convergence in matching problems and was
still slower than Gibbs sampling.
3.4 Loss function
The loss function of Sadinle (2017) is used to yield a point estimate. For simplicity, however,
we have omitted the option to leave record pairs unassigned and thus omit the penalty for the
unassignment decision. The loss function for a Bayes estimate Zˆ is L(Z, Zˆ) =
∑nA
i=1 L(Zi, Zˆi),
where L(Zi, Zˆi) is
L(Zi, Zˆi) =

0, if Zi = Zˆi;
λFNM , if Zi > 0, Zˆi = 0;
λFM1, if Zi = 0, Zˆi > 0;
λFM2, if Zi, Zˆi > 0, Zi 6= Zˆi,

(2)
where Zˆi indicates the estimate of Z for record i in A, λFNM is the loss associated with
assigning a non-match when a match should be assigned, λFM1 is the loss associated with
assigning a match when there is none, and λFM2 is the loss associated with matching to the
wrong element of B. Losses are summed over the elements of Zˆ.
Theorem 1. Given the loss function in Equation (2), if 0 < λFNM ≤ λFM1 and λFM2 ≥
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3λFNM+λFM1
2
, the Bayes estimate Zˆ has elements
Zˆi =
 j, if P(Zi = j|γ) > λFM1λFM1+λFNM + P(Zi /∈ {0, j}|γ)λFM2−λFM1−λFNMλFM1+λFNM0, otherwise,

where probabilities are posterior probabilities.
This theorem gives the same conclusion as Theorem 1 in Sadinle (2017) but under slightly
weaker conditions. The proof is in the appendix. In the application, λFNM = λFM1 = 1 and
λFM2 = 2 are taken as default values, though estimates at other values are also produced.
Then, the estimate is given by the simple rule
Zˆi =
 j, if P(Zi = j|γ) > 1/20, otherwise.

For general values of the lambda parameters, the problem can be formulated as a linear sum
assignment problem (LSAP), which is a class a of problems to which there are well-known
solutions and feasible methods for obtaining them. For very large problems, however, solving
the LSAP is slow and even infeasible depending on machine memory.
It should be noted that the posterior on Zˆ cannot be practically expected to converge to
a point mass for all elements Zˆi as more data is collected because observationally identical
and near-identical records make definitive resolution of ambiguous links impossible without
additional information.
3.5 Estimating TPR & PPV
When ground truth is not available, TPR (true positive rate) and PPV (positive predictive
value) can be estimated from the posterior Gibbs sample. Given an estimate Zˆ and all
matchings Zt in the sample, where t = 1, . . . , T indexes the iterations of the Gibbs sampler
and T is the number of iterations less the number dropped as burn-in, we have ˆTPR(Zˆ) =
1
T
∑T
t=1 TPR(Zˆ,Zt) and
ˆPPV (Zˆ) = 1
T
∑T
t=1 PPV (Zˆ,Zt), where
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TPR(Zˆ,Zt) =
∑nA
i=1 1(Zˆi = Zti, Zˆi > 0)∑nA
i=1 1(Zti > 0)
,
and
PPV (Zˆ,Zt) =
∑nA
i=1 1(Zˆi = Zti, Zˆi > 0)∑nA
i=1 1(Zˆi > 0)
.
In other words, TPR and PPV for Zˆ are directly computed for each matching in the Gibbs
sample, then averaged. These quantities converge to the posterior expectations of TPR(Zˆ,Z)
and PPV (Zˆ,Z) for Zˆ.
4 Application - Union Army
The Union Army dataset, created by the Early Indicators project (Fogel et al., 2000), covers
a sample of white, Northern men who served in the Union Army during the American Civil
War, linking individual records across census, military and administrative data. Matches
were made manually by experts, so we can take them as “true” matches for evaluating the
output of automated matching procedures. Because they are themselves the output of a
matching process, however, they cannot be taken as ground truth in the usual sense.
There are 39,354 men in the Union Army military dataset, of whom 15,485 are matched to
census data and have records suitably complete for matching to the 1900 census. 8,557 of
these are recorded as having high-quality matches, and we restrict our attention to these
records. This military dataset is dataset A in the model, the smaller of the two datasets.
The second dataset B is the digitized full-count 1900 US Census, obtained through the
National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER). After filtering for white men born no later
than 1850, there are 4,657,508 complete records. A×B thus contains over 40 billion record
pairs (after blocking, there are about 335 million).
Fields common to both datafiles are first name, last name, birth year and state of birth. In
preparation for matching, names were split into first and last name fields and parenthetic
comments, titles and middle initials were removed. Capitalization was standardized. Com-
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mon abbreviated first names such as Wm., Geo., and Thos. were replaced with spelled-out
equivalents (William, George and Thomas, respectively). State and country names were
standardized to their equivalents in the Union Army data.
To construct comparisons for the name fields, we used Jaro-Winkler string distances, men-
tioned above. The resulting distances were discretized into seven bins, with cutpoints at
0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.3, and 0.45. Reducing the number of bins or moving the arbitrary
cutpoints does not significantly affect the estimated matching. Comparisons for birth year in
a record pair are absolute differences between years discretized in four bins, with cutpoints
at 1.5, 2.5 and 4.5. State of birth comparisons are a binary variable indicating whether there
is an exact match.
4.1 Blocking
The matching method of Abramitzky et al. (2019b), who make use of similar data, blocks on
first and last initial, state of birth, and year of birth (within five years). Using that method,
a record in A for John Lundrigan, born 1848 in New York, would only be compared with
records in B having initials J.L. and born in New York between 1843 and 1853. In the Union
Army dataset used here, only 83% of truly-matched record pairs would be considered, let
alone matched, under this blocking procedure.
Data is not blocked on year or state of birth. We block on initials, grouping them based
on frequency and common errors. Blocks for first name are, where letters indicate initials
included in the block, AEIOUY, BFP, CKQSXZ, DT, GJ, Jo, HMN, LR, and VW. The
Jo block includes men whose first name begins with Jo and was necessary because of the
large number of Johns and Josephs. Blocks for last name are AEIOUY, B, CKQX, DT, FP,
GJ, H, LNR, M, SZ, VW. This scheme yields 99 roughly equally-sized blocks which contain
among them approximately 335 million comparisons.
The common first name problem discussed earlier affects matching performance in some
blocks. This is particularly true in blocks where a large proportion of observations share
the same very common first name, or one of two or three common names. For example, the
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GJ B block includes men with the first names James and George–both in the top five most
common first names. Rather than finding the wrong clusters in these blocks, as is sometimes
the case with frequentist methods, the Bayesian algorithm might fail to find any matches,
or otherwise find too few (see Section 3.1.1).
We note that while the Gibbs sampler itself cannot be parallelized, as discussed earlier,
computation can be straightforwardly parallelized across blocks, though this was not done
for the present application since estimation was already sufficiently fast to be practical.
4.2 Estimation
The hyperparameters on the Beta distribution on the matching probabilities were set to
αp = βp = 1. The Dirichlet hyperparameters on the disagreement probabilities were set
to {{αfl}Lfl=1}Ff=1 = 1. Results are not sensitive to deviations from this assumption of flat
priors. In the loss function, λFNM = λFM1 = 1 and λFM2 = 2, as mentioned above.
Three different matchings on the Union Army data were estimated. The first was a baseline
matching, equivalent to βRL. In the second, exact matches on the eight most common first
names (John, William, James, George, Charles, Henry, Thomas and Joseph) were encoded as
their own disagreement level within the first name field (see Section 3.1.1). In the third, we
both encoded common first name information and allowed for record-specific u parameters
(see Section 3.2.2).
Each Gibbs sampler was run for 1000 iterations, with the first 100 iterations dropped as
burn-in. Parallel chains were not run for the main match, because performance was already
very good and there was consistent convergence as indicated by Gelman-Rubin statistics in
tests. Figure 2 gives a typical profile of the number of matches at each iteration of the Gibbs
sampler.
Matching took 37 minutes using a single core on a standard Linux workstation, blocking
as above, for the first and second specifications. The record-specific specification took 95
minutes.
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Figure 2: A profile of the number of matches made at each iteration of the Gibbs sampling
process, from the AEIOUY AEIOUY block.
For comparison, a matching was also made using the automated EM method of Abramitzky
et al. (2019b). We implemented the method in R, taking standard values for researcher-
chosen cutoff parameters. Computation time was 10 minutes (but this is with aggressive
blocking; a direct comparison was not feasible, see the next section). A matching using the
package fastLink was also run, again using default parameters. Computation time was 117
minutes. Finally, the machine learning method of Feigenbaum (2016) was used to match the
data, and total computation time was 90 minutes.
4.3 Results
Because expert-linked matches were available, true positive rate (TPR) and positive pre-
dictive value (PPV) can be computed. TPR is the number of true matches identified by
the algorithm, divided by the total number of true matches. It is also called “recall” and
is a measure of low Type II error. PPV is the number of true matches identified by the
algorithm, divided by all matches identified by the algorithm. It is also called “precision”
and measures low Type I error.
With λFNM = λFM1 = 1 and λFM2 = 2, the baseline specification of the Bayesian method
matched 2313 records out of 8557, with a TPR of 0.248 and a PPV of 0.878 (higher is better
in both cases). Generalizing the comparison data to deal with common first names gave
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a modestly improved TPR of 0.258 and PPV of 0.883. The third approach, using record-
specific u parameters, achieved a TPR of 0.427 and a PPV of 0.817. Higher accuracy can be
achieved by more heavily penalizing false matches, such that it easily dominates the other
two along the TPR/PPV frontier. When λFNM = 1, λFM1 = 2 and λFM2 = 4, TPR was
0.345 and PPV was 0.880, giving the same accuracy (PPV) as the baseline specification but
with 39% more true matches.
Figure 3 plots values of TPR and PPV for several methods at various combinations of
loss function parameters (for Bayesian methods) and threshold parameters (for frequentist
methods).
Figure 3: Actual TPR and PPV values for selected matchings. For our three specifications
(baseline, common names and record-specific u-params), moving in a northwest direction
toward higher PPV and lower TPR, along the frontiers, corresponds to increasing λFM2 and
λFM1 relative to λFNM while λFM2/λFM1 is held equal to 2.
The EM method matched 870 records, with a TPR of 0.091 and a PPV of 0.891, when
“conservative” values of decision rule parameters were used. When “lenient” values were
used instead, the method yielded a TPR of 0.179 and a PPV of 0.786.
fastLink found 8485 matches, with a TPR of 0.444 and a PPV of 0.448. The machine
learning method of Feigenbaum (2016) yielded a matching with a TPR of 0.117 and a PPV
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of 0.911. Table 8 lists results for various methods.
The above measures of TPR and PPV are “true” in the sense that they are drawn from
expert-linked matches available for the Union Army dataset. TPR and PPV can also be
estimated within the model without using the “truth”, as discussed in Section 3.5. For the
record-specific specification, estimated TPR and PPV are 0.503 and 0.843, slightly higher
than the true values. Other estimated rates are listed in Table 8.
Large discrepancies between error rates as specified in the model and actual error rates are a
common feature of record linkage models; see Belin and Rubin (1995) and Larsen and Rubin
(2001) for discussions. One possible explanation for the discrepancies here is a violation of
the conditional independence assumption. Using true match status, there is a 7% correlation
between exact agreement on first name and exact agreement on last name, conditional on
matching. In future work, this dependence could be integrated in a log-linear model of the
comparison data by allowing for interaction between first and last name, though Xu et al.
(2019) argue this technique does not reliably yield better matchings.
Method True TPR Est. TPR True PPV Est. PPV
Bayesian - baseline1 (λ = (1, 1, 2)) 0.248 0.326 0.878 0.756
- common names (λ = (1, 1, 2)) 0.258 0.361 0.883 0.773
- record-specific (λ = (1, 1, 2)) 0.427 0.503 0.817 0.842
- record-specific (λ = (1, 2, 4)) 0.345 0.412 0.880 0.924
- record-specific (λ = (1, 3, 6)) 0.306 0.365 0.902 0.951
EM, conservative 0.091 0.891
EM, lenient 0.179 0.786
fastLink 0.444 0.448
Machine learning 0.117 0.911
Table 8: Performance of various methods at selected specifications by actual (and, for our
methods, estimated) TPR and PPV. Note that the record-specific method strictly outper-
forms the baseline method when λ = (1, 2, 4) and λ = (1, 3, 6).
The low TPR of the EM, machine learning and Bayesian methods is typical of automated
methods, partly because automated methods cannot encode all information that human
linkers can—in this application, we are limited to four variables. Nevertheless, the Bayesian
method recovers far more matches than EM with conservative parameters, with only a
slightly lower accuracy rate at typical parameter values, and outperforms the lenient speci-
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fication on both measures. Part of the reason for this may be the looser blocking: we allow
comparisons to be made within initial groups, rather than only on exact initial matches, and
do not block on state or year of birth.
For a more direct comparison with our method, we tried loosening the blocking in the EM
method to letter groups rather than individual letters (but still blocking on state), to include
more possible record pairs and allow more matches to be found. EM performed poorly in
this case, however, finding only pairs that differed in the first letter of the first name to
be matches. This is an example of a known problem with Fellegi-Sunter models, where the
algorithm identifies the “wrong” two sets of record pairs, rather than matches and non-
matches. Presumably, names with exact first name matches were thought to belong to the
population of non-matches, because exact matches are so common. Loosening the blocking
further was not feasible with the current implementation.
fastLink (see Enamorado et al., 2019) returns a very large number of matches, including a
large number of true matches, but accuracy clearly suffers. This is likely related to the size
asymmetry of the two datafiles, as the method performs better on problems where A and B
are roughly the same size.
4.4 Performance improvements from model refinements
Additional matches found by the record-specific method against the baseline come from
records with all birth places and nearly all first names. Figure 4 plots the number of matches
made by the three specifications against the total number of records in A by first name.
Two phenomena stand out in Figure 4: for one, the preferred record-specific specification
yields many more matches among semi-rare and rare names, as should be expected. This is
the result of higher likelihood ratios in the first name field that come from permitting record-
specific uf , as discussed earlier. For another, there is significant improvement in the names
William, John, Joseph, James and George, all of which come from blocks dominated by
common names (see the previous section on blocking). Without record-specific parameters,
the Bayesian method struggles to separate the matched and unmatched classes in blocks with
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Figure 4: Number of matches for the fourteen most common names, as well as the aggregate
counts for semi-rare and rare names. The last column for each name gives the total number
of potential matches that could be made.
large numbers of spurious exact agreements on name, and identifies no matches in some of
these blocks.
5 Implementation
The method was implemented in R (R Core Team, 2019), with the core segment of the Gibbs
sampler written in C++, using the Rcpp package for R (Eddelbuettel and Franc¸ois, 2011) as
an interface.
The computationally intensive step of the record linkage procedure is drawing a sample from
the posterior distribution on the matching. Because one-to-one matchings are enforced, so
that the distribution at each record depends on the outcome of the draw for the previous
record, there is no way to parallelize the core segment of the Gibbs sampler, where proba-
bilities of matching record i to some j are computed and a match is drawn.
This implementation is faster than the latest available version of βRL when using the same
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specification, achieving roughly a 5-fold speed increase when nA u nB and a 30-fold speed
increase when nB is much larger than nA (this advantage diminishes if record-specific pa-
rameters are used, see plots below). Some speed is gained by coding all non-matches as
0 instead of using unique codes for each record in A, and by taking A to be the smaller
dataset rather than the larger. Most of the gains, however, come from purely computational
improvements, such as quickly pre-computing likelihood sums in the Z-sampling step. Code
was also heavily profiled to minimize memory allocation and de-allocation. Because most of
the βRL code is compiled, source code cannot be viewed to compare methods.
When nA << nB, the total number of true matches is also much smaller than nB, and
we take advantage of this sparseness in matches among record pairs. That advantage is
lost when datasets are of equal size, so computation is slower. More importantly, however,
because of the nature of the Gibbs sampler, it is possible to vectorize computations over the
records in B, but not over records in A, which are sampled sequentially. Thus the model is,
in practice, more complex in nA than in nB.
In Figure 5, computation times for a test matching problem with nA = nB = 1000 are
plotted. To illustrate the additional speed gains from our implementation in the case where
nA is much smaller than nB, Figure 6 gives the computation times for a 100 by 10000
matching problem. In both cases, our baseline method is faster than βRL, to which it is
equivalent in specification, and fastLink, a recent frequentist method. My record-specific
method is significantly slower than the baseline because of the significantly greater number
of parameters, but the speed is still comparable to or better than other methods.
6 Discussion
We find existing Bayesian matching methods can perform poorly in small, highly refined
blocks where there is little distance among record pairs, because the algorithm is forced
to assume that low levels of disagreement are not meaningful given how common they are.
This is especially the case when a large number of records share the same, very common first
name, as in historical census records. This problem can be partly overcome in a lightweight
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Figure 5: Average computation time over several trials. All computations in R. Darkened
bars indicate our new method.
Figure 6: Average computation time over several trials. All computations in R. Darkened
bars indicate our new method.
way by including a disagreement level for common first names in the comparison data.
Additionally, when nA is sufficiently small, allowing for record-specific parameters is feasible
and can lead to significantly better performance, both by allowing for convergence in blocks
with little separation between classes and by improving match rates for uncommon names.
Further research should investigate the effect of these improvements on inference using final
linked datasets.
The speed achieved by our implementation suggests Bayesian methods are a practical op-
tion for record linkage in real-world data applications. At current performance, memory is
arguably a greater limiting factor than raw processor speed. Memory allocation time for
comparison data constrains the size of blocks. There are also hard limits on memory use
in practice: neither of the applications in the previous section could have been run without
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blocking on a typical machine. Larger applications, such as full census-to-census matching,
will likely require more aggressive blocking in order to achieve feasibility.
7 Conclusion
Bayesian methods make for a natural approach to the problem of record linkage. The method
presented here, a refinement of that of Sadinle (2017), relaxes the assumption of a fixed
comparison data model and allows for record-specific disagreement parameters conditional
on non-match status. Separately encoding common first names in comparison data enhances
performance by addressing the problem of spurious exact matches in a lightweight manner.
Computational improvements enable Bayesian methods to be used in large real-world record
linkage applications. In the absence of ground truth, true positive rate and positive predictive
value can be estimated using the posterior distribution on the matching.
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Appendix
Theorem 1
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in Sadinle (2017). The Bayes estimate
Zˆ is the minimizer of the posterior expected loss, which is written
E(L(Z, Zˆ)|γ) =
nA∑
i=1
E(L(Zi, Zˆi)|γ),
where
E(L(Zi, Zˆi)|γ) =
 λFNMP(Zi 6= 0|γ), if Zˆi = 0;λFM1P(Zi = 0|γ) + λFM2P(Zi /∈ {0, j}|γ), if Zˆi = j > 0. (3)
Minimizing E(L(Zi, Zˆi)|γ) for each i, ignoring other records, yields the theorem rule,
Zˆi =
 j, if P(Zi = j|γ) > λFM1λFM1+λFNM + P(Zi /∈ {0, j}|γ)λFM2−λFM1−λFNMλFM1+λFNM0, otherwise,
 (4)
as can be easily seen by rearranging the inequality E(L(Zi, j∗)|γ) > E(L(Zi, 0)|γ), where j∗
is the record j for which P (Zi = j) is greatest (and thus the potential loss from picking it
the smallest, since loss parameters are strictly positive).
This marginal solution minimizes the posterior expected loss if it produces a bipartite match-
ing, where no two records in A are matched to the same record in B and vice versa. A
sufficient condition for this is if the right hand side of the first condition in (4) is at least
1/2, so that P(Zi = j|γ) is greater than P(Zi′ = j|γ) for any other i′ (recall the posterior of
Z is a distribution over bipartite matchings). If the theorem conditions 0 < λFNM ≤ λFM1
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and λFM2 ≥ 3λFNM+λFM12 hold,
λFM2≥ 3λFNM+λFM12=⇒ 1
2
(λFM1 − λFNM) + λFM2 − λMI − λNM ≥ 0
λFNM+λFM1>0=⇒ λFM1 − λFNM
2(λFM1 + λFNM)
+
λFM2 − λMI − λNM
λFM1 + λFNM
≥ 0
λFM1−λFNM≥0=⇒ λFM1 − λFNM
2(λFM1 + λFNM)
+ p
λFM2 − λMI − λNM
λFM1 + λFNM
≥ 0;∀p ∈ [0, 1]
λFM1
λFM1 + λFNM
+ p
λFM2 − λMI − λNM
λFM1 + λFNM
≥ 1
2
;∀p ∈ [0, 1]
and thus the sufficient condition is satisfied and Zˆi is a bipartite matching and the Bayes
estimate of the matching.
It is also straightforward to show that the conditions in Theorem 1 of Sadinle (2017) imply
the conditions of the theorem above. Sadinle’s conditions are (1) λFM1 ≥ λFNM > 0 and
(2) λFM2 ≥ λFNM + λFM1. (1) is the same as the first condition. Under (1), λFNM−λFM12
can be added to the right hand side of (2) while preserving the inequality, producing the
second inequality in Theorem 1. Thus, the conditions in Theorem 1 are weaker than those
of Theorem 1 in Sadinle (2017). In particular, λFM2 is not constrained to be larger than the
sum of the other two parameters, or even bigger than λFM1.
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